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(54) Method for controlling force ripples of a generator

(57) It is described: a method for providing a harmon-
ic current reference, in particular for controlling force rip-
ples of a generator, the method comprising: Obtaining a
first input signal (IN1) indicative for a radial force ripple
of a generator; obtaining a second input signal (IN2) in-
dicative for a reference harmonic generator radial force;
obtaining a third input signal (IN3) indicative for a tan-
gential force ripple of the generator; obtaining a fourth
input signal (IN4) indicative for a reference harmonic gen-
erator tangential force; obtaining a fifth input signal (IN5)
indicative for an electrical angle of the generator; deter-
mining a first internal signal (int1) by filtering the first input
signal (IN1) with taking into account the fifth input signal
(IN5), the first internal signal (int1) being indicative for a
radial force ripple comprising only a first harmonic com-
ponent at a certain harmonic of a generator current; de-
termining a second internal signal (int2) by filtering the

third input signal (IN3) with taking into account the fifth
input signal (IN5), the second internal signal (int2) being
indicative for a tangential force ripple comprising only a
second harmonic component at the certain harmonic of
the generator current; determining a first output signal
(OUT1) by a first transformation procedure (TP1) making
use of the second input signal (IN2) and the first internal
signal (int1), the first output signal (OUT1) being indica-
tive for a certain harmonic current reference for a first
axle of an synchronous rotating frame; and determining
a second output signal (OUT2) by a second transforma-
tion procedure (TP2) making use of the fourth input signal
(IN4) and the second internal signal (int2), the second
output signal (OUT2) being indicative for a certain har-
monic current reference for a second axle of the synchro-
nous rotating frame.
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Description

Field of invention

[0001] The present invention relates to the field of wind
turbines, more particular to the field of permanent magnet
machines.

Art Background

[0002] Acoustic noise and vibration of wind turbine
generators are a great challenge especially with direct
drive generators. In permanent magnet machines,
acoustic noise and vibration can be excited by air gap
torque ripples and radial force pressure ripples.
[0003] One approach is to design the generator appro-
priately to reduce harmonics in both air-gap torque and
radial force pressure so that acoustic noise and vibration
can be reduced. For example, torque ripples can be
greatly reduced by using proper shaping of magnets.
However, it is difficult to minimize both torque ripples and
radial force pressure ripples by using a single design.
Moreover, the performance of this approach is limited.
[0004] Another approach to reduce noise and vibration
is to design mechanical parts of the generator, in such a
way, that all resonance frequencies are out of the range
that can be excited by torque and radial force pressure
ripples.
[0005] However, due to the variable speed of such gen-
erators, the frequency range that can be excited by torque
ripples and radial force pressure ripples is very wide. It
is very difficult to avoid the whole frequency range due
to the size and the cost limit of the generator.
[0006] Hence, there is a need to improve new designed
as well as already existing wind turbines in the view of
acoustic noise and vibrations in an easy, reliable and
more cost reducing manner.

Summary of the Invention

[0007] This need may be met by the subject matter
according to the independent claims. Advantageous em-
bodiments of the present invention are described by the
dependent claims.
[0008] Therefore, according to a first aspect of the in-
vention it is provided a method for providing a harmonic
current reference, in particular for controlling force ripples
of a generator, the method comprising: Obtaining a first
input signal indicative for a radial force ripple of a gener-
ator; obtaining a second input signal indicative for a ref-
erence harmonic radial force. Obtaining a third input sig-
nal indicative for a tangential force ripple of the generator;
obtaining a fourth input signal indicative for a reference
harmonic tangential force; obtaining a fifth input signal
indicative for an electrical angle of the generator; deter-
mining a first internal signal, by filtering the first input
signal with taking into account the fifth input signal, the
first internal signal being indicative for a radial force ripple

comprising a radial component at a certain harmonic of
a generator current; determining a second internal signal
by filtering the third input signal with taking into account
the fifth input signal, the second internal signal being in-
dicative for a tangential force ripple comprising a tangen-
tial component at the certain harmonic of the generator
current; determining a first output signal by a first trans-
formation procedure making use of the second input sig-
nal and the first internal signal, the first output signal being
indicative for a certain harmonic current reference for a
first axle of an synchronous rotating frame; and deter-
mining a second output signal, by a second transforma-
tion procedure making use of the fourth input signal and
the second internal signal, the second output signal being
indicative for a certain harmonic current reference for a
second axle of the synchronous rotating frame.
[0009] Instead of using an electrical angle of the gen-
erator also an electrical frequency of the generator may
be used.
[0010] The transformation procedure according to the
invention may be a regulator procedure or a signal
processing procedure as well.
[0011] The advantage of this concept is that torque rip-
ples as well as radial force pressure ripples may be min-
imized.
[0012] This aspect of the invention is based on the idea
that by measuring or estimating force ripples of the gen-
erator in a very efficient way and using them as a feed-
back source, both, torque ripples and radial force ripples
may be minimized.
[0013] According to a further embodiment of the inven-
tion, the first transformation procedure comprises: deter-
mining a first error signal by subtracting the first internal
signal from the second input signal, the first error signal
being indicative for a regulation error of the first internal
signal; and determining the first output signal by a third
transformation procedure, making use of the first error
signal. Moreover, the second transformation procedure
comprises: determining a second error signal by sub-
tracting the second internal signal from the fourth input
signal, the second error signal being indicative for a reg-
ulation error of the second internal signal; and determin-
ing the second output signal by a fourth transformation
procedure, making use of the second error signal.
[0014] According to a further preferred embodiment of
the invention, the third transformation procedure com-
prises: splitting the first error signal into two identical split
first error signals; providing a third internal signal by mod-
ifying a first of the two identical split first error signals;
and determining the first output signal by a fifth transfor-
mation procedure, making use of the first error signal and
the third internal signal. Moreover, the fourth transforma-
tion procedure comprises: Splitting the second error sig-
nal into two identical split second error signals; providing
a fourth internal signal by modifying a first of the two
identical split second error signals; and determining the
second output signal by a sixth transformation procedure,
making use of the second error signal and the fourth in-
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ternal signal.
[0015] According to a further embodiment of the inven-
tion the fifth transformation procedure comprises: making
use of the fifth input signal. Moreover, the sixth transfor-
mation procedure comprises: making use of the fifth input
signal.
[0016] According to a further embodiment of the inven-
tion modifying the first of the two identical split first error
signals comprises: applying a first phase shifting proce-
dure, in particular a 90 degrees phase shifting procedure.
Moreover, modifying the first of the two identical split sec-
ond error signals comprises: applying a second phase
shifting procedure, in particular a 90 degrees phase shift-
ing procedure.
[0017] According to a further embodiment of the inven-
tion, the third transformation procedure comprises: ap-
plying a first trigonometric function. Moreover, the fourth
transformation procedure comprises: applying a second
trigonometric function.
[0018] According to a further embodiment of the inven-
tion the method moreover comprises: modifying the sec-
ond of the two identical split first error signals; and mod-
ifying the second of the two identical split second error
signals. Therein, modifying the second of the two identi-
cal split first error signals comprises applying a third trig-
onometric function, and modifying the second of the two
identical split second error signals comprises applying a
fourth trigonometric function.
[0019] According to a further embodiment of the inven-
tion the second trigonometric function equals the first trig-
onometric function; the fourth trigonometric function
equals the third trigonometric function, and the third trig-
onometric function is different from the first trigonometric
function.
[0020] According to a further embodiment of the inven-
tion the third transformation procedure comprises: reso-
nance regulating the first error signal by applying a first
transfer function to the first error signal. Moreover, the
fourth transformation procedure comprises: resonance
regulating the second error signal by applying a second
transfer function to the second error signal.
[0021] According to a further embodiment of the inven-
tion the second transfer function equals the first transfer
function.
[0022] According to a second aspect of the invention
it is provided a force ripple control method for controlling
force ripples of a generator, the force ripple control meth-
od comprising: performing a method for providing a cer-
tain harmonic current reference according to any of the
claims according to the first aspect of the invention; and
determining a third output signal and a fourth output sig-
nal depending on the fifth input signal, the first output
signal, the second output signal and a set of current sig-
nals. Therein, the set of current signals is indicative for
a first current, a second current, and a third current each
generated by the generator. The third output signal is
indicative for a harmonic voltage command for the first
axle of the synchronous rotating frame. And the fourth

output signal is indicative for a harmonic voltage com-
mand for the second axle of the synchronous rotating
frame.
[0023] Moreover, the force ripple control method com-
prises: determining a seventh output signal by adding
the third output signal to a fifth output signal. Therein, the
fifth output signal is indicative for a first fundamental volt-
age command of a current controller of a frequency con-
verter for the generator. The seventh output signal is in-
dicative for a voltage command at the first axle of the
synchronous rotating frame, for controlling a radial force
ripple of the generator. Moreover, the force ripple control
method comprises: determining an eighth output signal
by adding the fourth output signal to a sixth output signal.
Therein, the sixth output signal is indicative for a second
fundamental voltage command of the current controller
of the frequency converter for the generator. And the
eighth output signal is indicative for a voltage command
at the second axle of the synchronous rotating frame, for
controlling a tangential force ripple of the generator.
[0024] This embodiment of the invention is based on
the idea that a frequency converter may inject harmonic
currents to the machine stator so that both, torque ripples
and radial force ripples may be minimized. Therefore,
this may aid in reducing acoustic noise and vibration of
a permanent magnet machine, by minimizing torque rip-
ples as well as radial force pressure ripples. Moreover,
nearly no additional costs may be spent as the invention
does allow for only minimal change requirements for
hardware of available products already in the market.
[0025] According to a third aspect of the invention it is
provided a harmonic current reference controller device
for controlling force ripples of a generator, the harmonic
current reference controller device comprising: a first in-
put for obtaining a first input signal indicative for a radial
force ripple of a generator; a second input for obtaining
a second input signal indicative for a reference harmonic
generator radial force; a third input for obtaining a third
input signal indicative for a tangential force ripple of the
generator; a fourth input for obtaining a fourth input signal
indicative for a reference harmonic generator tangential
force; a fifth input for obtaining a fifth input signal indic-
ative for an electrical angle of the generator; and a first
filter unit for determining a first internal signal by filtering
the first input signal by taking into account the fifth input
signal. Therein, the first internal signal is indicative for a
radial force ripple comprising only a radial component at
a certain harmonic of a generator current.
[0026] Moreover, the current reference controller de-
vice comprises: a second filter unit for determining a sec-
ond internal signal by filtering the third input signal by
taking into account the fifth input signal. Therein, the sec-
ond internal signal is indicative for a tangential force ripple
comprising only a tangential component at the certain
harmonic of the generator current. Moreover, the current
reference controller device comprises: a first transforma-
tion unit for determining a first output signal by a first
transformation procedure making use of the second input
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signal and the first internal signal. Therein, the first output
signal being indicative for a certain harmonic current ref-
erence for a first axle of a synchronous rotating frame.
[0027] Moreover, the current reference controller de-
vice comprises: A second transformation unit for deter-
mining a second output signal by a second transforma-
tion procedure making use of the fourth input signal and
the second internal signal. Therein, the second output
signal being indicative for a certain harmonic current ref-
erence for a second axle of the synchronous rotating
frame.
[0028] This aspect of the invention is based on the idea
that nearly no additional costs may be spent as the in-
vention does allow for only minimal change requirements
for hardware of available products already in the market,
like a low cost harmonic current reference controller de-
vice as provided by the invention compared to the very
high costs for manufacturing, transporting and assem-
bling a wind turbine at its area of activity.
[0029] According to a further embodiment of the inven-
tion the device is adapted for performing a method for
providing a harmonic current reference according to any
of the claims according to the first aspect of the invention.
[0030] This embodiment of the invention is based on
the idea that by applying the methods provided by the
invention to the controller device, a very efficient way of
providing minimizing of torque ripples and radial force
ripples may be made available.
[0031] It has to be noted that embodiments of the in-
vention have been described with reference to different
subject matters. In particular, some embodiments have
been described with reference to method type claims
whereas other embodiments have been described with
reference to apparatus type claims. However, a person
skilled in the art will gather from the above and the fol-
lowing description that, unless other notified, in addition
to any combination of features belonging to one type of
subject matter also any combination between features
relating to different subject matters, in particular between
features of the method type claims and features of the
apparatus type claims is considered as to be disclosed
with this document.
[0032] The aspects defined above and further aspects
of the present invention are apparent from the examples
of embodiment to be described hereinafter and are ex-
plained with reference to the examples of embodiment.
The invention will be described in more detail hereinafter
with reference to examples of embodiment but to which
the invention is not limited.

Brief Description of the Drawing

[0033]

Figure 1 shows a schematically drawing of a state
of the art variable speed wind turbine.

Figure 2 shows a schematically drawing of a state

of the art generator-side controller of a frequency
converter being part of the wind turbine shown in
figure 1.

Figure 3 shows a schematically drawing of a pro-
posed force ripple controller for a wind turbine as
shown in figure 1 according to an exemplary embod-
iment of the invention.

Figure 4 shows a schematically drawing of a force
ripple regulator of the force ripple controller as shown
in figure 3 according to an exemplary embodiment
of the invention.

Figure 5 shows a schematically drawing of a force
ripple regulator of the force ripple controller as shown
in figure 3 according to another exemplary embodi-
ment of the invention.

Fig. 6 shows a schematically drawing of a force ripple
regulator of the force ripple controller as shown in
figure 3 according to another exemplary embodi-
ment of the invention.

Fig. 7 shows a schematically drawing of a current
controller as shown in figure 2 for controlling force
ripples of the generator as shown in figure 1 together
with two force ripple controllers according to an ex-
emplary embodiment of the invention.

Detailed Description

[0034] The illustration in the drawing is schematically.
It is noted that in different figures, similar or identical el-
ements or features are provided with the same reference
signs or with reference signs, which are different from
the corresponding reference signs only within the first
digit. In order to avoid unnecessary repetitions elements
or features, which have already been elucidated with re-
spect to a previously described embodiment, are not elu-
cidated again at a later position of the description.
[0035] Figure 1 shows a schematically drawing of a
state of the art variable speed wind turbine.
[0036] In figure 1 is shown: a variable speed wind tur-
bine, which consists of a rotor, an optional gearbox, an
ac-generator, a frequency converter and a transformer.
The frequency converter is used to interface the ac-pow-
er from the generator to the power grid also shown in
figure 1. The frequency converter has generator-side
converter modules and grid-side converter modules with
DC-link capacitors in between. Both generator-side con-
verter modules and grid-side converter modules may be
power electronics devices made of PWM-controlled IG-
BTs or other devices.
[0037] Figure 2 shows a schematically drawing of a
state of the art generator-side controller of a frequency
converter being part of the wind turbine shown in figure 1.
[0038] In figure 2 a current reference calculation block
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is used to provide a fundamental current reference for a
synchronous rotating d-q frame of the generator. The in-
put to the block may be for example a power/torque ref-
erence, a generator voltage, a dc link voltage and a pow-
er/torque as shown in figure 2. It is also possible to only
use some combinations of these signals as inputs. Cur-
rent references may be calculated based on a generator
voltage controller values, like a maximum torque per am-
pere requirements and the like, depending on the appli-
cation requirements. The Current Controller block in Fig-
ure 2 is a closed-loop feedback regulation of a generator
current in the rotating d-q frame. For a better dynamic
performance and decoupling, voltage feed-forward may
also be used in this block. The present invention provided
in this application may act as an add-on feature to such
a current controller block. Exemplary embodiment details
of the present invention, like a force ripple controller, an
interacting of such a current controller block with a pro-
vided force ripple controller and corresponding underly-
ing exemplary methods of the present invention are
shown in figures 3 to 7.
[0039] Figure 3 shows a schematically drawing of a
proposed force ripple controller for a wind turbine as
shown in figure 1 according to an exemplary embodiment
of the invention.
[0040] In figure 3 is shown: a harmonic current refer-
ence controller device for controlling force ripples of a
generator, the controller device comprising: a first input
for obtaining a first input signal IN1 indicative for a radial
force ripple of a generator; a second input for obtaining
a second input signal IN2 indicative for a reference har-
monic generator radial force; a third input for obtaining a
third input signal IN3 indicative for a tangential force ripple
of the generator; a fourth input for obtaining a fourth input
signal IN4 indicative for a reference harmonic generator
tangential force; a fifth input for obtaining a fifth input
signal IN5 indicative for an electrical angle of the gener-
ator; a first filter unit FU1 for determining a first internal
signal int1 by filtering the first input signal IN1 by taking
into account the fifth input signal IN5, the first internal
signal int1 being indicative for a radial force ripple com-
prising only a radial component at a certain harmonic of
a generator current; a second filter unit FU2 for deter-
mining a second internal signal int2 by filtering the third
input signal IN3 by taking into account the fifth input signal
IN5, the second internal signal int2 being indicative for a
tangential force ripple comprising only a tangential com-
ponent at the certain harmonic of the generator current;
a first transformation unit TU1 for determining a first out-
put signal OUT1 by a first transformation procedure TP1
making use of the second input signal IN2 and the first
internal signal int1, the first output signal OUT1 being
indicative for a certain harmonic current reference for a
first axle of a synchronous rotating frame; and a second
transformation unit TU2 for determining a second output
signal OUT2 by a second transformation procedure TP2
making use of the fourth input signal IN4 and the second
internal signal int2, the second output signal OUT2 being

indicative for a certain harmonic current reference for a
second axle of the synchronous rotating frame.
[0041] In figure 3 radial force ripples are controlled by
the first output signal OUT1, which may be a harmonic
current for the first axle of a synchronous rotating frame,
which may be the d-axle, while tangential force ripples /
torque ripples are controlled by the second output OUT2,
which may be a harmonic current for the second axle of
the synchronous rotating frame, which may be the q-axle.
With this it may be possible to control every occurring
Nth harmonic ripple force by one such harmonic current
reference controller device. Therefore, the estimat-
ed/measured force/torque may pass an adaptive filter so
that Nth harmonics in force/torque may be higher than
harmonics at other frequencies. Thus, the Nth
force/torque ripples and their commands (normally 0)
may be inputs to the force ripple regulators. The force
ripple regulators then may regulate force ripples to follow
their commands by outputting proper harmonic current
commands OUT1, OUT2, one for the Nth harmonic radial
force ripple OUT 1, and one for the Nth harmonic torque
force ripple OUT2, for each Nth harmonic force/torque
ripples. Moreover, the device is adapted for performing
a method for providing a harmonic current reference ac-
cording to any of the provided methods according to the
invention.
[0042] Figure 3 moreover shows the method compris-
ing: filtering FU1 a radial force ripple IN1 of the generator
by applying an electrical angle IN5 of the generator to
the radial force ripple IN1, such as to receive a filtered
radial force ripple int1 comprising only a radial compo-
nent at a certain harmonic of a generator current; filtering
a tangential force ripple IN3 of the generator by applying
the electrical angle IN5 of the generator to the tangential
force ripple IN3, such as to receive a filtered tangential
force ripple int2 comprising only a tangential component
at the certain harmonic of the generator current; regulat-
ing TU1 the filtered radial force ripple int1 by applying a
reference certain harmonic generator radial force IN2 to
the filtered radial force ripple int1, such as to receive a
certain harmonic current reference OUT1 for a first axle
of a synchronous rotating frame; and regulating the fil-
tered tangential force ripple int2 by applying a reference
certain harmonic generator tangential force IN4 to the
filtered tangential force ripple int2, such as to receive a
certain harmonic current reference OUT2 for a second
axle of the synchronous rotating frame.
[0043] Figures 4, 5 and 6 each show another force rip-
ple regulator unit as the first and the second transforma-
tion unit TU1, TU2 as part of the harmonic current refer-
ence controller device as shown in figure 3 according to
exemplary embodiments of the invention.
[0044] In all these embodiments the error of the force
ripple is calculated and a close loop regulation of the
force ripple is made so that the Nth harmonic force ripple
will follow Nth harmonic force ripple commands OUT 1,
OUT2. Thus, the regulators are used to control the force
ripple error to zero. The exemplary embodiments shown
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in figures 4 to 6 rely on a method for providing a harmonic
current reference, in particular for controlling force ripples
of a generator, the method comprising: obtaining a first
input signal IN1 indicative for a radial force ripple of a
generator; obtaining a second input signal IN2 indicative
for a reference harmonic generator radial force; obtaining
a third input signal IN3 indicative for a tangential force
ripple of the generator; obtaining a fourth input signal IN4
indicative for a reference harmonic generator tangential
force; obtaining a fifth input signal IN5 indicative for an
electrical angle of the generator; determining a first in-
ternal signal int1 by filtering the first input signal IN1 with
taking into account the fifth input signal IN5, the first in-
ternal signal int1 being indicative for a radial force ripple
comprising only a radial component at a certain harmonic
of a generator current; determining a second internal sig-
nal int2 by filtering the third input signal IN3 with taking
into account the fifth input signal IN5, the second internal
signal int2 being indicative for a tangential force ripple
comprising only a tangential component at the certain
harmonic of the generator current; determining a first out-
put signal OUT1, by a first transformation procedure TP1
making use of the second input signal IN2 and the first
internal signal int1, the first output signal OUT1 being
indicative for a certain harmonic current reference for a
first axle of an synchronous rotating frame; and deter-
mining a second output signal OUT2 by a second trans-
formation procedure TP2 making use of the fourth input
signal IN4 and the second internal signal int2, the second
output signal OUT2 being indicative for a certain harmon-
ic current reference for a second axle of the synchronous
rotating frame.
[0045] Each of the provided exemplary embodiments
shown in figures 4 to 6 provide methods, which are each
usable for an occurring Nth harmonic radial force ripple
and an occurring Nth harmonic tangential force ripple in
the same way.
[0046] Therein, the force ripple regulator TU1, TU2
comprises the first transformation procedure TP1, the
first transformation procedure TP1 comprising: determin-
ing a first error signal err1, by subtracting the first internal
signal int1 from the second input signal IN2, the first error
signal err1 being indicative for a regulation error of the
first internal signal IN1, and determining the first output
signal OUT1 by a third transformation procedure TP3,
making use of the first error signal err1.
[0047] Moreover, the force ripple regulator TU1, TU2
comprises the second transformation procedure TP2, the
second transformation procedure TP2 comprising: de-
termining a second error signal err2, by subtracting the
second internal signal int2 from the fourth input signal
IN4, the second error signal err2 being indicative for a
regulation error of the second internal signal int2; and
determining the second output signal OUT2, by a fourth
transformation procedure TP4, making use of the second
error signal err2.
[0048] Figure 4 shows a schematically drawing of a
force ripple regulator TU1, TU2 of the force ripple con-

troller as shown in figure 3 according to an exemplary
embodiment of the invention.
[0049] Figure 4 shows an exemplary embodiment,
wherein the force ripple regulator is using a resonant reg-
ulator. A resonant controller may regulate any harmonic
at a certain frequency.
[0050] In figure 4 the third transformation procedure
TP3 comprises resonance regulating the first error signal
err1 by applying a first transfer function to the first error
signal err1.
[0051] Moreover, the fourth transformation procedure
TP4 comprises resonance regulating the second error
signal err2 by applying a second transfer function to the
second error signal err2.
[0052] Therein, the second transfer function equals the
first transfer function.
[0053] Figure 4 moreover shows the method compris-
ing: regulating the filtered radial force ripple comprises:
determining a regulation error of the filtered radial force
ripple by adding the reference certain harmonic genera-
tor radial force and subtracting the filtered radial force
ripple; resonance regulating the regulation error of the
filtered radial force ripple by use of a first transfer function,
such as to receive the certain harmonic current reference
for the first axle of the synchronous rotating frame; and
wherein regulating the filtered tangential force ripple
comprises: determining a regulation error of the filtered
tangential force ripple by adding the reference certain
harmonic generator tangential force and subtracting the
filtered tangential force ripple; resonance regulating the
regulation error of the filtered tangential force ripple by
use of a second transfer function, such as to receive the
certain harmonic current reference for the second axle
of the synchronous rotating frame. Moreover, the second
transfer function equals the first transfer function.
[0054] Exemplary embodiments using a force ripple
regulator TU1, TU2 based on a vector control principal
are shown in figure 5 and figure 6.
[0055] In figure 5 and figure 6 the each shown force
ripple regulator TU1, TU2 is similar to the force ripple
regulator TU1, TU2 shown in figure 4. But instead of using
a resonant regulator as the third and fourth transforma-
tion procedure TP3, TP4 the third transformation proce-
dure TP3 comprises: splitting the first error signal err1
into two identical split first error signals err1, err1; pro-
viding a third internal signal int3 by modifying a first of
the two identical split first error signals err1, err1; and
determining the first output signal OUT1 by a fifth trans-
formation procedure TP5, making use of the first error
signal err1 and the third internal signal int3.
[0056] Moreover, in the force ripple regulator TU1, TU2
in figure 5 and figure 6 the fourth transformation proce-
dure TP4 comprises: splitting the second error signal err2
into two identical split second error signals err2, err2;
providing a fourth internal signal int4 by modifying a first
of the two identical split second error signals err2, err2;
and determining the second output signal OUT2 by a
sixth transformation procedure TP6, making use of the
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second error signal err2 and the fourth internal signal int4.
[0057] Figure 5 shows a schematically drawing of a
force ripple regulator TU1, TU2 of the force ripple con-
troller as shown in figure 3 according to another exem-
plary embodiment of the invention.
[0058] In figure 5 the shown force ripple regulator TU1,
TU2 is similar to the force ripple regulator TU1, TU2 more-
over comprises: the fifth transformation procedure TP5
comprising: making use of the fifth input signal IN5; and
the sixth transformation procedure TP6 comprising: mak-
ing use of the fifth input signal IN5.
[0059] Moreover, in figure 5 modifying the first of the
two identical split first error signals err1, err1 comprises
applying a first phase shifting procedure, in particular a
90 degrees phase shifting procedure. Moreover, modi-
fying the first of the two identical split second error signals
err1, err1 comprises applying a second phase shifting
procedure, in particular a 90 degrees phase shifting pro-
cedure.
[0060] Therefore, In Figure 5, the phase of the regula-
tion error err1, err2 is filtered 90 degree by a phase shifter.
This could be achieved by a filter or derivative. The two
components may be converted to the Nth rotating frame
by Park transformation. With this, simple PI controllers
may be used as the regulators in the Nth rotating frame.
The outputs of the PI regulators are converted back to
the Nth rotating frame as the outputs of the force ripple
regulator TU1, TU2.
[0061] Figure 5 moreover shows the method compris-
ing: regulating TU1 the filtered radial force ripple int1
comprises: determining a regulation error err1 of the fil-
tered radial force ripple int1 by adding the reference cer-
tain harmonic generator radial force IN2 and subtracting
the filtered radial force ripple int1; phase shifting the reg-
ulation error err1 of the filtered radial force ripple int1;
frame transforming the regulation error err1 of the filtered
radial force ripple int1 by applying the electrical angle of
the generator IN5 to the regulation error err1 of the filtered
radial force ripple int1; frame transforming the phase
shifted int3 regulation error err1 of the filtered radial force
ripple int1 by applying the electrical angle of the generator
IN5 to the phase shifted int3 regulation error err1 of the
filtered radial force ripple int1; proportional plus integral
(PI) regulating the frame transformed regulation error
err1 of the filtered radial force ripple int1; proportional
plus integral (PI) regulating the frame transformed phase
shifted int3 regulation error err1 of the filtered radial force
ripple int1; frame transforming the proportional plus inte-
gral (PI) regulated frame transformed regulation error
err1 of the filtered radial force ripple int1 by applying the
negative electrical angle of the generator IN5 to the PI-
regulated frame transformed regulation error err1 of the
filtered radial force ripple int1; frame transforming the pro-
portional plus integral (PI) regulated frame transformed
phase shifted int3 regulation error err1 of the filtered ra-
dial force ripple int1 by applying the negative electrical
angle of the generator IN5 to the PI-regulated frame
transformed phase shifted int3 regulation error err1 of

the filtered radial force ripple int1; determining the certain
harmonic current reference OUT1 for the first axle of the
synchronous rotating frame by applying the frame trans-
formed proportional plus integral (PI) regulated frame
transformed phase shifted int3 regulation error err1 of
the filtered radial force ripple int1 to the frame trans-
formed proportional plus integral (PI) regulated frame
transformed regulation error err1 of the filtered radial
force ripple int1; and wherein regulating TU2 the filtered
tangential force ripple IN3 comprises: determining a reg-
ulation error err2 of the filtered tangential force ripple int2
by adding the reference certain harmonic generator tan-
gential force IN4 and subtracting the filtered tangential
force ripple int2; phase shifting the regulation error err2
of the filtered tangential force ripple int2; frame trans-
forming the regulation error err2 of the filtered tangential
force ripple int2 by applying the electrical angle of the
generator IN5 to the regulation error err2 of the filtered
tangential force ripple int2; frame transforming the phase
shifted int4 regulation error err2 of the filtered tangential
force ripple int2 by applying the electrical angle of the
generator IN5 to the phase shifted int4 regulation error
err2 of the filtered tangential force ripple int2; proportional
plus integral (PI) regulating the frame transformed regu-
lation error err2 of the filtered tangential force ripple int2;
proportional plus integral (PI) regulating the frame trans-
formed phase shifted int4 regulation error err2 of the fil-
tered tangential force ripple int2; frame transforming the
proportional plus integral (PI) regulated frame trans-
formed regulation error err2 of the filtered tangential force
ripple int2 by applying the negative electrical angle of the
generator IN5 to the PI-regulated frame transformed reg-
ulation error err2 of the filtered tangential force ripple int2;
frame transforming the proportional plus integral (PI) reg-
ulated frame transformed phase shifted int4 regulation
error err2 of the filtered tangential force ripple int2 by
applying the negative electrical angle of the generator
IN5 to the proportional plus integral (PI) regulated frame
transformed phase shifted int4 regulation error err2 of
the filtered tangential force ripple int2; determining the
certain harmonic current reference OUT2 for the second
axle of the synchronous rotating frame by applying the
frame transformed proportional plus integral (PI) regulat-
ed frame transformed phase shifted int4 regulation error
err2 of the filtered tangential force ripple int2 to the frame
transformed proportional plus integral (PI) regulated
frame transformed regulation error err2 of the filtered tan-
gential force ripple int2.
[0062] Furthermore, the first axle of the synchronous
rotating frame is a first axle in a direct-quadrature-zero
synchronous rotating frame of a park-transformation, and
the second axle of the synchronous rotating frame is a
second axle in the direct-quadrature-zero synchronous
rotating frame of a park-transformation.
[0063] Figure 6 shows a schematically drawing of a
force ripple regulator TU1, TU2 of the force ripple con-
troller as shown in figure 3 according to another exem-
plary embodiment of the invention.
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[0064] As a difference to figure 5, in figure 6 the third
transformation procedure TP3 comprises applying a first
trigonometric function, and the fourth transformation pro-
cedure TP4 comprises applying a second trigonometric
function.
[0065] Moreover, the method shown in figure 6 com-
prises: modifying the second of the two identical split first
error signals err1, err1; and modifying the second of the
two identical split second error signals err2, err2. Therein,
modifying the second of the two identical split first error
signals err1, err1 comprises applying a third trigonomet-
ric function; and modifying the second of the two identical
split second error signals err2, err2 comprises applying
a fourth trigonometric function.
[0066] Moreover, the second trigonometric function
equals the first trigonometric function, the fourth trigono-
metric function equals the third trigonometric function,
and the third trigonometric function is different from the
first trigonometric function.
[0067] Therefore, in Figure 6, another option based on
vector control principal is presented. The regulation error
passes a sine channel and a cosine channel. Output sig-
nals of the sine and cosine channels are summed at a
summation element. Therefore, simple PI controllers
may be used as the regulators.
[0068] Figure 6 moreover shows the method compris-
ing: regulating TU1 the filtered radial force ripple int1
comprises: determining a regulation error err1 of the fil-
tered radial force ripple int1 by adding the reference cer-
tain harmonic generator radial force IN2 and subtracting
the filtered radial force ripple int1; sinus transforming the
regulation error of the filtered radial force ripple by use
of a first sinus transformation of the regulation error of
the filtered radial force ripple; co-sinus transforming the
regulation error of the filtered radial force ripple by use
of a first co-sinus transformation of the regulation error
of the filtered radial force ripple; proportional plus integral
regulating the sinus transformed regulation error of the
filtered radial force ripple; proportional plus integral reg-
ulating the co-sinus transformed regulation error of the
filtered radial force ripple; sinus transforming the propor-
tional plus integral regulated sinus transformed regula-
tion error of the filtered radial force ripple by use of a
second sinus transformation of the proportional plus in-
tegral regulated sinus transformed regulation error of the
filtered radial force ripple; co-sinus transforming the pro-
portional plus integral regulated co-sinus transformed
regulation error of the filtered radial force ripple by use
of a second co-sinus transformation of the proportional
plus integral regulated co-sinus transformed regulation
error of the filtered radial force ripple; determining the
certain harmonic current reference for the second axle
of the synchronous rotating frame by applying the co-
sinus transformed proportional plus integral regulated
co-sinus transformed regulation error of the filtered radial
force ripple to the sinus transformed proportional plus
integral regulated sinus transformed regulation error of
the filtered radial force ripple; and wherein regulating the

filtered tangential force ripple comprises: determining a
regulation error of the filtered tangential force ripple by
adding the reference certain harmonic generator tangen-
tial force and subtracting the filtered tangential force rip-
ple; sinus transforming the regulation error of the filtered
tangential force ripple by use of a third sinus transforma-
tion of the regulation error of the filtered tangential force
ripple; co-sinus transforming the regulation error of the
filtered tangential force ripple by use of a third co-sinus
transformation of the regulation error of the filtered tan-
gential force ripple; proportional plus integral regulating
the sinus transformed regulation error of the filtered tan-
gential force ripple; proportional plus integral regulating
the co-sinus transformed regulation error of the filtered
tangential force ripple; sinus transforming the proportion-
al plus integral regulated sinus transformed regulation
error of the filtered tangential force ripple by use of a
fourth sinus transformation of the proportional plus inte-
gral regulated sinus transformed regulation error of the
filtered tangential force ripple; co-sinus transforming the
proportional plus integral regulated co-sinus transformed
regulation error of the filtered tangential force ripple, by
use of a fourth co-sinus transformation of the proportional
plus integral regulated co-sinus transformed regulation
error of the filtered tangential force ripple; determining
the certain harmonic current reference for the second
axle of the synchronous rotating frame by applying the
co-sinus transformed proportional plus integral regulated
co-sinus transformed regulation error of the filtered tan-
gential force ripple to the sinus transformed proportional
plus integral regulated sinus transformed regulation error
of the filtered tangential force ripple. Therein, the third
sinus transformation equals the first sinus transforma-
tion, and the fourth sinus transformation equals the sec-
ond sinus transformation. Moreover, the third co-sinus
transformation equals the first co-sinus transformation,
and the fourth co-sinus transformation equals the second
co-sinus transformation.
[0069] Figure 7 shows a schematically drawing of a
current controller as shown in figure 2 for controlling force
ripples of the generator as shown in figure 1 together with
two force ripple controllers according to an exemplary
embodiment of the invention.
[0070] In figure 7 is shown a force ripple control method
for controlling force ripples of a generator, the method
comprising: performing a method for providing a certain
harmonic current reference according to any embodi-
ments of the invention. In figure 7 this is achieved by use
of two force ripple controllers, one for an Nth force ripple,
and another one for an Mth force ripple.
[0071] Moreover, the method comprises: determining
a third output signal OUT3 and a fourth output signal
OUT4 depending on the fifth input signal IN5, the first
output signal OUT1, the second output signal OUT2 and
a set of current signals Ia, Ib, Ic, the set of current signals
Ia, Ib, Ic being indicative for a first current Ia, a second
current Ib, and a third current Ic each generated by the
generator; the third output signal OUT3 being indicative
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for a harmonic voltage command for the first axle of the
synchronous rotating frame; and the fourth output signal
OUT4 being indicative for a harmonic voltage command
for the second axle of the synchronous rotating frame.
[0072] The method further comprises: determining a
seventh output signal OUT7 by adding the third output
signal OUT3 to a fifth output signal OUT5, the fifth output
signal OUT5 being indicative for a first fundamental volt-
age command of a current controller of a frequency con-
verter for the generator, and the seventh output signal
OUT7 being indicative for a voltage command at the first
axle of the synchronous rotating frame, for controlling a
radial force ripple of the generator.
[0073] The method further comprises: determining an
eighth output signal OUT8 by adding the fourth output
signal OUT4 to a sixth output signal OUT6, the sixth out-
put signal OUT6 being indicative for a second fundamen-
tal voltage command of the current controller of the fre-
quency converter for the generator, and the eighth output
signal OUT8 being indicative for a voltage command at
the second axle of the synchronous rotating frame, for
controlling a tangential force ripple of the generator.
[0074] In figure 7 is shown a diagram of two force ripple
controllers, two harmonic current controllers and a gen-
erator current controller. In the exemplary embodiment
of figure 7, the fundamental current controller is config-
ured for using fundamental positive-sequence and neg-
ative sequence current references, current feedback sig-
nals and a generator electrical frequency in combination
with fundamental positive and negative sequence regu-
lators Id1+ regulator, Iq1+ regulator, Id1-regulator, Iq1-
regulator and a voltage feed-forward providing funda-
mental voltage commands OUT 5, OUT 6.
[0075] At least one force ripple controller for the
force/torque ripples as shown in figure 3 is configured for
using the force ripple command (the command is 0 in
most of the cases). Measured/estimated force/torque
feedback signals and an electrical angle IN5 of the gen-
erator in combination with regulators TU1, TU2 for con-
trolling force ripples in order to obtain a harmonic current
command OUT 1, OUT 2 are used.
[0076] At least one unit for calculating a harmonic volt-
age command Out 3, OUT 4 based on the harmonic cur-
rent command OUT1, OUT2 is used. This unit called an
Nth/Mth harmonic current controller may provide a
closed-loop regulation of a harmonic current or an open-
loop calculation of a harmonic voltage. Summation ele-
ments are configured for adding the voltage commands
OUT 2 to OUT 4 and OUT 4 to OUT 6 to achieve the
converter control signals OUT 7, OUT 8.
[0077] The same configuration may be used for regu-
lating Mth force ripples as shown in Figure 7. If more
harmonics need to be controlled, more modules may be
added. The outputs OUT 3, OUT 4 from different har-
monic current controllers shall be then added together.
[0078] In Figure7, the positive-sequence fundamental
current controller in a synchronous d-q frame +we is well
known.

[0079] To regulate a negative-sequence fundamental
current, the three-phase current was converted to a ro-
tating frame with - we speed by Park transformation. The
fundamental negative-sequence current is converted
from ac to dc after the transformation. A PI controller may
then be used to regulate the negative current following
their references in this rotating frame. For achieving a
better dynamic performance and decoupling, voltage
feed-forward may also be used in this rotating frame. The
outputs of voltage feed-forward and positive and negative
sequence current regulators are added together provid-
ing the fundamental voltage commands OUT 5, OUT 6.
[0080] Figure 7 moreover shows the method compris-
ing: determining a first harmonic voltage command for
the first axle of the synchronous rotating frame by apply-
ing the electrical angle of the generator, a first current of
the generator, a second current of the generator and a
third current of the generator to the first harmonic current
reference for the first axle of the synchronous rotating
frame, such as to receive a first harmonic voltage com-
mand for the first axle of the synchronous rotating frame;
determining a first harmonic voltage command for the
second axle of the synchronous rotating frame by apply-
ing the electrical angle of the generator, a first current of
the generator, a second current of the generator and a
third current of the generator to the first harmonic current
reference for the second axle of the synchronous rotating
frame, such as to receive a first harmonic voltage com-
mand for the second axle of the synchronous rotating
frame; adding the first harmonic voltage command for
the first axle of the synchronous rotating frame to a fun-
damental voltage command for the first axle of the syn-
chronous rotating frame, such as to receive a voltage
command at the first axle of the synchronous rotating
frame, for controlling a radial force ripple of the generator;
and adding the first harmonic voltage command for the
second axle of the synchronous rotating frame to a fun-
damental voltage command for the second axle of the
synchronous rotating frame, such as to receive a voltage
command at the second axle of the synchronous rotating
frame, for controlling a tangential force ripple of the gen-
erator.
[0081] It should be noted that the term "comprising"
does not exclude other elements or steps and the use of
articles "a" or "an" does not exclude a plurality. Also el-
ements described in association with different embodi-
ments may be combined. It should also be noted that
reference signs in the claims should not be construed as
limiting the scope of the claims.
[0082] It should be noted that the term "attaching" may
comprise bolting, riveting, welding or any other bonding
of two materials, depending of the use of the materials
and/or parts attached to each other. Where possible and
useful, welding, bolting or riveting may be substituted by
each other.
[0083] It is noted that it may also be possible in further
refinements of the invention to combine features from
different illustrative embodiments described herein. It
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should also be noted that reference signs in the claims
should not be construed as limiting the scope of the
claims.
[0084] In order to recapitulate the above described em-
bodiments of the present invention one can state:

The proposed invention may lead to a reduction of
noise and vibration by reducing both torque ripple
and radial force pressure harmonics in permanent
magnet machines, and particularly in brushless per-
manent magnet machines. With this, acoustic noise
and vibration can be at least reduced in an efficient
way, by using control methods that can at least min-
imize the excitation source, the torque ripples and
radial force ripples. Therefore, it may be possible to
measure or estimate force ripples of the generator
in a very efficient way and use them as a feedback
source so that both torque ripples and radial force
ripples can be minimized. By doing this, additional
costs may be minimized as well. Moreover, there is
no need to change an available hardware design.
Therefore, the present invention describes a method
for controlling harmonic current of a wind turbine so
that noise and vibration of the generator can be re-
duced. A frequency converter can inject harmonic
currents to the machine stator so that both, torque
ripples and radial force ripples can be minimized.

[0085] Therefore, the present invention may aid in re-
ducing acoustic noise and vibration of such a permanent
magnet machine, may minimize torque ripples as well as
radial force pressure ripples. Moreover, nearly no addi-
tional costs may be spent as the invention does allow for
only minimal change requirements for hardware of avail-
able products already in the market. Moreover, the pre-
sented invention allows for very low additional losses due
to low amplitude of the harmonic current.

Claims

1. A method for providing a harmonic current reference,
in particular for controlling force ripples of a gener-
ator, the method comprising:

- obtaining a first input signal (IN1) indicative for
a radial force ripple of a generator,
- obtaining a second input signal (IN2) indicative
for a reference of the harmonic generator radial
force,
- obtaining a third input signal (IN3) indicative
for a tangential force ripple of the generator,
- obtaining a fourth input signal (IN4) indicative
for a reference of the harmonic generator tan-
gential force,
- obtaining a fifth input signal (IN5) indicative for
an electrical angle of the generator,
- determining a first internal signal (int1), by fil-

tering the first input signal (IN1) with taking into
account the fifth input signal (IN5), the first in-
ternal signal (int1) being indicative for a radial
force ripple comprising only a first harmonic
component at a certain harmonic of a generator
current,
- determining a second internal signal (int2) by
filtering the third input signal (IN3) with taking
into account the fifth input signal (IN5), the sec-
ond internal signal (int2) being indicative for a
tangential force ripple comprising only a second
harmonic component at the certain harmonic of
the generator current,
- determining a first output signal (OUT1), by a
first transformation procedure (TP1) making use
of the second input signal (IN2) and the first in-
ternal signal (int1), the first output signal (OUT1)
being indicative for a certain harmonic current
reference for a first axle of an synchronous ro-
tating frame, and
- determining a second output signal (OUT2) by
a second transformation procedure (TP2) mak-
ing use of the fourth input signal (IN4) and the
second internal signal (int2), the second output
signal (OUT2) being indicative for a certain har-
monic current reference for a second axle of the
synchronous rotating frame.

2. The method as set forth in preceding claim 1,
the first transformation procedure (TP1) comprising:

- determining a first error signal (err1) by sub-
tracting the first internal signal (int1) from the
second input signal (IN2), the first error signal
(err1) being indicative for a regulation error of
the first internal signal (IN1), and
- determining the first output signal (OUT1) by
a third transformation procedure (TP3), making
use of the first error signal (err1); and

the second transformation procedure (TP2) compris-
ing:

- determining a second error signal (err2) by sub-
tracting the second internal signal (int2) from the
fourth input signal (IN4), the second error signal
(err2) being indicative for a regulation error of
the second internal signal (int2), and
- determining the second output signal (OUT2)
by a fourth transformation procedure (TP4),
making use of the second error signal (err2).

3. The method as set forth in preceding claim 2,
the third transformation procedure (TP3) comprising:

- splitting the first error signal (err1) into two iden-
tical split first error signals (err1, err1),
- providing a third internal signal (int3) by mod-
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ifying a first of the two identical split first error
signals (err1, err1), and
- determining the first output signal (OUT1) by
a fifth transformation procedure (TP5), making
use of the first error signal (err1) and the third
internal signal (int3); and

the fourth transformation procedure (TP4) compris-
ing:

- splitting the second error signal (err2) into two
identical split second error signals (err2, err2),
- providing a fourth internal signal (int4) by mod-
ifying a first of the two identical split second error
signals (err2, err2), and
- determining the second output signal (OUT2)
by a sixth transformation procedure (TP6), mak-
ing use of the second error signal (err2) and the
fourth internal signal (int4).

4. The method as set forth in preceding claim 3,
the fifth transformation procedure (TP5) comprising:

- making use of the fifth input signal (IN5), and

the sixth transformation procedure (TP6) compris-
ing:

- making use of the fifth input signal (IN5).

5. The method as set forth in preceding claim 4, wherein
modifying the first of the two identical split first error
signals (err1, err1) comprises

- applying a first phase shifting procedure, in par-
ticular a 90 degrees phase shifting procedure,
and

modifying the first of the two identical split second
error signals (err1, err1) comprises

- applying a second phase shifting procedure,
in particular a 90 degrees phase shifting proce-
dure.

6. The method as set forth in preceding claim 3,
the third transformation procedure (TP3) comprising:

- applying a first trigonometric function, and

the fourth transformation procedure (TP4) compris-
ing:

- applying a second trigonometric function.

7. The method as set forth in preceding claim 6, more-
over comprising:

- modifying the second of the two identical split
first error signals (err1, err1), and
- modifying the second of the two identical split
second error signals (err2, err2),

wherein
modifying the second of the two identical split first
error signals (err1, err1) comprises

- applying a third trigonometric function, and
modifying the second of the two identical split
second error signals (err2, err2) comprises
- applying a fourth trigonometric function.

8. The method as set forth in preceding claims 7,
wherein the second trigonometric function equals
the first trigonometric function,
the fourth trigonometric function equals the third trig-
onometric function, and
the third trigonometric function is different from the
first trigonometric function.

9. The method as set forth in preceding claim 2,
the third transformation procedure (TP3) comprising:

- resonance regulating the first error signal (err1)
by applying a first transfer function to the first
error signal (err1); and

the fourth transformation procedure (TP4) compris-
ing:

- resonance regulating the second error signal
(err2), by applying a second transfer function to
the second error signal (err2).

10. The method as set forth in preceding claim 9, wherein
the second transfer function equals the first transfer
function.

11. A force ripple control method for controlling force rip-
ples of a generator, the method comprising:

- performing a method for providing a certain
harmonic current reference according to any of
the claims 1 to 10,
- determining a third output signal (OUT3) and
a fourth output signal (OUT4) depending on the
fifth input signal (IN5), the first output signal
(OUT1), the second output signal (OUT2) and
a set of current signals (Ia, Ib, Ic), the set of cur-
rent signals (Ia, Ib, Ic) being indicative for a first
current (Ia), a second current (Ib), and a third
current (Ic) each generated by the generator,
the third output signal (OUT3) being indicative
for a harmonic voltage command for the first axle
of the synchronous rotating frame, and
the fourth output signal (OUT4) being indicative
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for a harmonic voltage command for the second
axle of the synchronous rotating frame,
- determining a seventh output signal (OUT7)
by adding the third output signal (OUT3) to a
fifth output signal (OUT5), the fifth output signal
(OUT5) being indicative for a first fundamental
voltage command of a current controller of a fre-
quency converter for the generator, and
the seventh output signal (OUT7) being indica-
tive for a voltage command at the first axle of
the synchronous rotating frame, for controlling
a radial force ripple of the generator, and
- determining an eighth output signal (OUT8) by
adding the fourth output signal (OUT4) to a sixth
output signal (OUT6), the sixth output signal
(OUT6) being indicative for a second fundamen-
tal voltage command of the current controller of
the frequency converter for the generator, and
the eighth output signal (OUT8) being indicative
for a voltage command at the second axle of the
synchronous rotating frame, for controlling a
tangential force ripple of the generator.

12. A harmonic current reference controller device for
controlling force ripples of a generator, the controller
device comprising:

- a first input for obtaining a first input signal (IN1)
indicative for a radial force ripple of a generator,
- a second input for obtaining a second input
signal (IN2) indicative for a reference harmonic
generator radial force,
- a third input for obtaining a third input signal
(IN3) indicative for a tangential force ripple of
the generator,
- a fourth input for obtaining a fourth input signal
(IN4) indicative for a reference harmonic gener-
ator tangential force,
- a fifth input for obtaining a fifth input signal (IN5)
indicative for an electrical angle of the generator,
- a first filter unit (FU1) for determining a first
internal signal (int1) by filtering the first input sig-
nal (IN1) by taking into account the fifth input
signal (IN5), the first internal signal (int1) being
indicative for a radial force ripple comprising only
a first harmonic component at a certain harmon-
ic of a generator current,
- a second filter unit (FU2) for determining a sec-
ond internal signal (int2) by filtering the third in-
put signal (IN3) by taking into account the fifth
input signal (IN5), the second internal signal
(int2) being indicative for a tangential force ripple
comprising only a second harmonic component
at the certain harmonic of the generator current,
- a first transformation unit (TU1) for determining
a first output signal (OUT1) by a first transfor-
mation procedure (TP1) making use of the sec-
ond input signal (IN2) and the first internal signal

(int1), the first output signal (OUT1) being indic-
ative for a certain harmonic current reference
for a first axle of a synchronous rotating frame,
and
- a second transformation unit (TU2) for deter-
mining a second output signal (OUT2) by a sec-
ond transformation procedure (TP2) making use
of the fourth input signal (IN4) and the second
internal signal (int2), the second output signal
(OUT2) being indicative for a certain harmonic
current reference for a second axle of the syn-
chronous rotating frame.

13. The harmonic current reference controller device as
set forth in preceding claim 12, the device being
adapted for performing a method for providing a har-
monic current reference according to any of the
claims 1 to 10.
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